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AGENDA&
WORKING&GROUP&MEETING&
CAMP&CROWDER&
2014&JOINT&LAND&USE&STUDY&IMPLEMENTATION&
MAY&16,&2016&
10:00&A.M.&
NABIFI&OFFICES&
216&WEST&SPRING&STREET,&NEOSHO&
A.

B.
C.

&
Introductions-&-Overview1. See#2014&Joint&Land&Use&Study&(JLUS)&Executive&Summary,&attached&
2. April&4,&2016&Meeting&Minutes,&attached&
Consultant-Tasks&(see&below)Consultant-Deliverables1. Cities&of&Neosho&and&Goodman:&
i. Overlay&Zoning&Districts&and&Regulations&
ii. Other&Potential&Regulations&for&Neosho&&&Goodman&
a. Building&
b. Subdivision&
c. Site&Planning&
d. Capital&Improvement&Planning&
2. McDonald&and&Newton&Counties:&
i. Military&Compatibility&
ii. Outdoor&Lighting&
iii. Other&Means&of&Implementation?&
3. Camp&Crowder:&
i. Review&of&Public&Use&Policy&Agreement&

D.

Meetings1. Committee:&4&or&5&
2. Public:&&2&
3. Elected&Officials:&1W2&

E.

Committee-Membership-

F.

Next-Steps1. Meetings&with&Staff&&&Officials&(May&16&and&17)&
1!

!

!

!
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Prepare&Draft&Deliverables&(MayWJuly)&
Next&Working&Group&Meeting&(July)&
Public&KickWOff&Meeting&(July)&
Finalize&Draft&Deliverables&with&Staffs&(JulyWSept)&
Review&Draft&Deliverables&with&Working&Group&(Oct)&
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Consultant Tasks
Task%6% Local%Government%Regulation%
6.1%
Create%a%Military%Compatibility%Overlay%Zoning%regulations%for%Neosho%and%Goodman%
WS#will#lead#in#the#development#of#draft#Military#Compatibility#Overlay#Zoning#Districts#for#the#City#of#Neosho#
and#the#City#of#Goodman.##We#will#evaluate#the#needed#changes,#based#on#the#recommendations#in#the#2014%
Camp%Crowder%Joint%Land%Use%Study,#and#will#recommend#overlay#district#provisions,#based#on#Missouri#state#
statutes#and#authorized#local#government#powers.##If#desired,#we#will#be#present#onDsite#to#work#with#City#staff#
members,#any#steering#committees,#and#elected#officials#to#ensure#deliverables#reflect#the#desired#approach#of#
both#Neosho#and#Goodman.#
6.2%
Work%with%Newton%and%McDonald%Counties%on%Military%Compatibility%Districts%
WS#will#also#develop#nonDregulatory#“military#compatibility#districts”#for#Newton#County#and#for#McDonald#
County,#based#on#Missouri#state#statutes.##We#will#be#available#to#work#onDsite#with#County#staff#members,#any#
steering#committees,#and#County#elected#officials#to#ensure#the#districts#are#crafted#specifically#to#reflect#the#
desired#approach#of#each#County.#
6.3%
Develop,%analyze,%or%modify%subdivision,%site%plan,%capital%improvement%&%Bldg%Code%
We#will#also#prepare#additional#code#provisions,#as#needed,#including#regulations#related#to#subdivision,#site#
plan,#building#codes,#and#capital#improvement#planning#and#approvals.##We#will#prepare#preliminary,#revised,#
and#final#drafts,#based#on#the#input#of#the#local#staff#and#a#steering#committee,#if#applicable.##Drafts#will#be#
presented#in#Word#for#easy#review#and#editing#locally#and#will#be#presented#in#person#and#to#the#public#for#
input,#if#requested.#
!
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%
Deliverable%
Draft#and##
Final#Versions#
of#Zoning#
Overlay#
Districts#
Deliverable%
Draft#and##
Final#Version#
of#
Compatibility#
Districts##
Deliverable%
Draft#and##
Final#Version#
of#additional#
code#
provisions#
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6.4%

Draft%&%Analyze%Lighting%Ordinance%for%Newton%&%McDonald%Counties%

Finally,#White#&#Smith#will#prepare#outdoor#lighting#ordinances#for#Newton#and#McDonald#Counties#based#on#
statutory#and#legal#authorities#available#to#each#county.##Similar#to#our#approach#with#the#other#deliverables,#
we#will#provide#and#initial#draft#of#the#regulations#for#staff#review,#revise#per#committee#input,#as#applicable,#
and#finalize#for#consideration#of#the#Elected#Officials#and#the#public.##
6.5%
Review%Public%Use%Policy%Agreement%from%Subtask%4.5%
White#&#Smith#with#review#and#comment#on#the#public#use#policy#agreement#developed#by#HSTCC#and#Camp#
Crowder#as#part#of#Task#4.5.#

Deliverable%
Draft#and##
Final#Version#
of#County#
lighting#
provisions#
Deliverable%
N/A##
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What is a Joint Land Use Study?

Executive Summary

A

Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) is a collaborative land use planning effort between military installations and their surrounding communities. After engaging community members about land
use issues related to the installation, the study identifies actions
that the communities and the installation could take to encourage
compatible land uses around the installation. The study does not
require the implementation of any particular strategy, but rather
assesses the various tools available to the communities to implement if they so choose.
The Department of Defense’s Office of Economic Adjustment
(OEA) funded this study, which was sponsored by the Harry S
Executive Summary

Truman Coordinating Council and completed by White and
Smith Planning & Law Group, with partners Marstel-Day, LLC,
and Benchmark CMR, Inc., between August 2013 and May 2014.
It is the result of a collaborative effort between Camp Crowder,
the Harry S Truman Coordinating Council, the City of Neosho,
Newton County, McDonald County, the City of Goodman, and
other affected stakeholders. Two steering committees (a Policy
Committee and a Technical Committee) oversaw the study, which
also involved extensive input from members of the general public
as well as members of Camp Crowder, the Missouri Army National
Guard, and local, regional, and state officials.
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Goals and Objectives of the Camp Crowder Joint Land Use Study

T

he primary goal of a JLUS is to preserve long-term land use
compatibility between a military installation and the communities that surround it. The completion of a JLUS—and the implementation of its recommendations—provides mutual benefit to
the military installation and the local communities. A JLUS benefits the installation by helping it avoid complaints regarding its
impacts, such as noise, or non-compatible land uses in its vicinity.
The study benefits local jurisdictions by providing tools they can
implement to help lessen those impacts on their citizens, while also
sustaining the mission of the installation.

Joint Land Use Studies:
l

l

Examine the existing and potential land use incompatibilities
surrounding the military and National Guard installations;
Identify ways that the installation and surrounding
communities can reduce incompatibilities; and

l

Create a plan that the installation and local communities
can implement in whole or in part to encourage compatible
land uses around the installation and to mitigate the off-post
training and operational impacts.

The objectives of Joint Land Use Studies are to:
1.

Increase Awareness. Because the JLUS process involves
months of collaboration by installation officials, local
governments, and community members, one objective is for
these groups to better understand the role the installation
plays in the community—including the impacts it has on the
community and the impacts that the community has on it.

2.

Encourage Collaboration. Another objective is to encourage
future collaboration on land use issues between the installation
and local communities.

3.

Facilitate Land Use Compatibility and Coordination.
A third objective is to provide specific suggestions about
strategies that the installation and local communities might
use to encourage compatible land uses in the area surrounding
the installation.

Specifically, the objective of this JLUS was to promote responsible
land use planning near Camp Crowder, to accommodate
compatible growth and economic development in the region, to
protect public safety and quality of life, and to sustain the mission
of Camp Crowder for the long-term.

What is Happening at Camp Crowder?

C

amp Crowder was developed as a training center for the
United States Army in 1941-42. Although its initial operations came to a close after the Korean War, today it is federally
owned and licensed to the Missouri Army National Guard as a
guard training facility. Its mission now is to provide pre-deployment training to National Guard units headed to Southwest Asia
and Afghanistan. Located on 4,400 acres—4,200 of which are
available for training purposes—it is one of three major training
facilities of the Missouri National Guard. Camp Crowder’s total
economic impact on the surrounding communities is $5.3 million annually.
Executive Summary

This past year, Camp Crowder hosted more than 35,000 guard
personnel. Due to a policy encouraging all Missouri National Guard
training to occur in state, Camp Crowder ultimately will train at
least 50% of the state’s units. During live fire training events, it can
support one battalion-sized combat arms unit, and during training
periods without live fire, it can support two battalion-sized combat
arms or support units. Camp Crowder has small arms live fire ranges
and demolition ranges as well as non-firing maneuver training areas
for land navigation training, drivers’ training, and tracked vehicle
circuit training. A primary focus of the training is Improvised
Explosive Device (IED) detection, defense, and countermeasures.
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is weapons training noise. Although Camp Crowder enjoys a
strong relationship with the communities that surround it and
experiences few noise complaints, this study examines the noise
contours generated by training operations at Camp Crowder to
determine the extent of potential compatibility issues related to
noise.

Camp Crowder is located in the southwest corner of Missouri
directly south of the City of Neosho in Newton County. It is
directly adjacent to McDonald County, with the City of Goodman
also nearby. Newton and McDonald counties, which experienced
a 32% population growth since 1990, have a combined population
of 81,945 residents. While the two counties are expected to grow
another 16.7% before 2030, the area can generally be characterized
as rural in nature. Residential uses are low in density, and primary
employment is found in the sectors of agribusiness (especially
poultry hatcheries and turkey production), manufacturing, and
local government services.
Most of the land surrounding Camp Crowder today includes
uses that are compatible with military training operations, such
as conservation, agriculture, institutions (such as schools and
religious institutions), and industries. In general, future land use
compatibility is also likely both because the major transportation
corridors in the area are located to the west of the Training Center
and because no water or sewer extensions are planned near Camp
Crowder that would facilitate high-density development there.
However, given the proximity of Camp Crowder to the City
of Neosho, its borders are directly adjacent to several existing
commercial, institutional, and industrial uses. These include
a general aviation airport, a sewage treatment plant, a landfill,
an industrial park, county fairgrounds, and Crowder College.
Residential, agricultural, and conservation uses are also located
nearby.
Because aviation at Camp Crowder is very limited, the primary
impact on these areas from the military training operations
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Camp Crowder generates noise from two sources, which this study
evaluates separately: noise from small arms fire and impulsive noise
created by light and heavy detonations during demolition training
activities. This study evaluates small arms noise using the two
noise contours identified in the Missouri National Guard’s 2013
Operational Noise Management Plan: Noise Zone III and Noise
Zone II, which are associated with peak noise levels of more than
104 decibels and between 87-104 decibels, respectively. Impulsive
noise is evaluated using noise contours associated with “high
complaint risk” (more than 130 decibels) and “moderate complaint
risk” (between 115-130 decibels). Generally, uses that are more
tolerant of noise such as industrial, commercial, and agricultural
are considered compatible in the studied areas for both types of
noise. Noise-sensitive uses such as residences and institutions
(schools, religious institutions, hospitals, etc.) are considered less
compatible, although measures such as sound-buffering building
techniques can be used to make them more compatible.
The communities surrounding military installations can also have
impacts on the military training operations. For example, Camp
Crowder has experienced impacts resulting from the interference of
outdoor lighting with night training activities and the interference
of overflights by civilian aircraft with general training activities.
The recommendations contained within this JLUS are intended to
help both Camp Crowder and the local communities lessen their
impacts on each other through compatible land use initiatives.

Executive Summary
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Overview of the Joint Land Use Study
This report contains the following six chapters.

CHAPTER 1: PURPOSE AND PROCESS
The first chapter of this report explains what the Camp Crowder
JLUS sought to accomplish and the method by which it was created.
It also gives background information about Camp Crowder and
the local communities. It includes an overview of the entire report.

CHAPTER 4: A VISION FOR CAMP CROWDER AND THE COMMUNITY
Chapter 4 looks at the nature of future military operations at
Camp Crowder as well as future land uses of the surrounding
communities so that the suggested implementation strategies and
tools can take those into account.

CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
The next chapter describes land uses at Camp Crowder and in the
surrounding communities, and explains the potential for both to
experience challenges related to the encroachment of development
around the Training Center. This chapter also examines how
the area’s economic, demographic, environmental, and cultural
characteristics affect its land use.

CHAPTER 3: LAND USE COMPATIBILITY ASSESSMENT
This chapter examines the impact of Camp Crowder’s military
training operations on surrounding lands, and the development
of surrounding lands on the military training operations at Camp
Crowder.

CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES AND AVAILABLE TOOLS
This chapter identifies the strategies and tools that are available to
the installation, the local communities, and other key stakeholders
to encourage compatible land uses around Camp Crowder and
ongoing coordination on these and other efforts.

CHAPTER 6: THE MOVE FORWARD – JLUS STRATEGY RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter details a plan for implementing the study’s
recommendations so that Camp Crowder, the local communities,
and other key stakeholders can decide which, if any, of the suggested
strategies and tools to implement in the short-, medium-, and
long-term planning timeframes.

APPENDICES
The appendices of this report includes public survey results, meeting
minutes of the JLUS Policy and Technical committees, and samples
or preliminary drafts of several suggested strategies and tools.

Executive Summary
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Implementation Strategies

T

he study identifies tools for the local communities to consider, in order to reduce encroachment-related issues around the Training
Center. However, because the values and needs of each community are different, additional public deliberation should take place
before any decision is made to implement a particular tool. The tools are organized on a continuum from those that are voluntary in
nature to those that would mandate actions in any community that elects to use them.
The following matrix and identifies the tools recommended for consideration and indicates the suggested planning timeframe for each.
In addition, a description of each of the eight overarching categories of tools also is given.

INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

PUBLIC OUTREACH

Public Outreach

While Camp Crowder has communicated and coordinated well
with the communities that surround it in the past, additional
measures may be taken to increase public awareness about the
nature of the Camp Crowder Training Center.

Create Regional “Joint Land Use Working
Group”

✓

Create Memorandum of Understanding to
Coordinate Efforts

✓

Coordinate with Neosho Hugh Robinson
Airport

✓

Participate in Efforts of Missouri Military
Preparedness and Enhancement Commission

✓

Participate in Efforts of Missouri Military
Partnership

✓

Create a Joint Land Use Website

✓

Create Joint Land Use Brochures

✓

Create Public Signage Indicating Presence of
Training Operations

✓

Increase Awareness of Civilian Pilots About
Safety Risks and Impacts of Entering Camp
Crowder Airspace During Training

✓

National Guard Outreach

✓

Inform Hunters & Other Recreational Users
Supplement Existing Websites with Information About Impacts; Add Notifications to
Property Records

6

More than 5 yrs.

Implementation Tool

2-5 years

0-2 years

Category
Interagency Coordination

Because the coordination of land use issues by multiple
jurisdictions is a complex process, the study suggests the creation
of a regional working group to lead the JLUS implementation
effort. A Memorandum of Understanding—a type of non-binding
agreement between various groups—also is suggested to maintain
an ongoing framework for coordination. Specific interagency
cooperation efforts, such as additional coordination with the
Neosho Hugh Robinson Airport to make sure that the airspace over
Camp Crowder remains clear during training exercises, should
be considered as well. Two resources available to help with these
efforts are the Missouri Military Preparedness and Enhancement
Commission and the newly formed Missouri Military Partnership.
It is anticipated that an existing agency, like the Harry S Truman
Coordinating Council could coordinate the activities of a regional
working group.

Timeframe

✓
✓

Executive Summary
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BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

More than 5 yrs.

✓

Neosho Area Business and Industrial Foundation Involvement in Encroachment-Related Issues

✓

Seek Continued Guidance from Ranges and
Training Land Program (RTLP)

✓

✓

✓

Seek Continued Guidance from Integrated
Training Area Management (ITAM) Program

✓

✓

✓

Continue to Maintain Training Record of
Environmental Concerns

✓

✓

✓

Update Operational Noise Management Plan
as Required by Department of Defense

✓

✓

✓

Ensure Training Center Master Plan Addresses Training Impacts on Surrounding
Communities

✓

✓

✓

Implementation Tool

0-2 years

Formation of Military Affairs Committees by
Chambers of Commerce

Category

2-5 years

Camp Crowder already is taking steps to lessen training impacts
on the local communities, which should continue into the future.
For example, the Training Center already is implementing two
Department of Defense programs—the Ranges and Training
Lands Program and the Integrated Training Area Management
Program—that help manage its training operations such that
they have as little impact on the surrounding communities and
the natural environment as possible. Additionally, the Missouri
National Guard’s 2013 Statewide Operational Noise Management
Plan evaluates noise impacts, including those at Camp Crowder,
and provides suggestions for the mitigation of these impacts.
Camp Crowder also is in the process of completing a master plan,
which will take into account the findings and recommendations of
this study.

Business &
Econ. Dev.

TRAINING MISSION STRATEGIES

Training Mission Strategies

The business community could also support land use compatibility
efforts, through, for example, the formation of Military Affairs
Committees by the Chamber of Commerce, or additional
coordination between the Neosho Area Business and Industrial
Foundation, Inc. and Camp Crowder.

Timeframe

Examine Funding for Land Purchase and Easements Through:

Several voluntary programs exist that could be used to protect land
uses in the vicinity of the Training Center from development with
incompatible uses. These programs use federal funds to purchase
easements or other property rights from private property owners
and conservation groups in order to provide a buffer around
military installations.

A.

Army Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB)
Program

✓

✓

B.

Readiness & Environmental Protection
Integration (REPI) Program

✓

✓

C.

USDA Farm & Ranchlands Protection
Programs (FRPP)

✓

✓

D.

USDA Wetlands Reserve Program
(WRP)

✓

✓

E.

USDA Grasslands Reserve Program
(GRP)

✓

✓

F.

USDA Sentinel Landscapes Partnership
(SLP)

✓

✓
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JOINT LAND USE CONSERVATION PROGRAMS
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT PLANNING

Neosho Amends Comprehensive Plan to
Address Encroachment Issues

More than 5 yrs.

Implementation Tool

2-5 years

0-2 years

Category
Local Govt. Planning

All four of the jurisdictions surrounding Camp Crowder are allowed
to adopt comprehensive land use plans, although to date only the
City of Neosho has done so. Because of its proximity to Camp
Crowder, Neosho may consider amending its Comprehensive
Plan to include the findings and recommendations from this
study. The other jurisdictions also may want to consider adopting
comprehensive plans to address noise, lighting, and coordination
issues. Under the Missouri statutory framework, these planning
policies do not amount to actual regulation of property, but
simply state the community’s awareness of and policies regarding
important land uses and growth.

Timeframe

✓

Jurisdictions Without Comprehensive Plans
Consider Adopting Them or Developing
Informal Policies for Joint Land Use Planning

✓

Inform Citizens About Voluntary Methods of Mitigating Impacts:

The local governments also could adopt voluntary guidelines to
address certain impacts from Camp Crowder on the surrounding
communities and from the surrounding communities on Camp
Crowder. Instead of mandating certain actions, the jurisdictions
could encourage the use of these voluntary standards as a way to
lessen incompatible land uses in the Camp Crowder area.

A.

Outdoor Lighting Guidelines

B.

Discouraging Noise-Sensitive Land Uses

C.

Sound Attenuation Construction Guidelines

✓

D.

Voluntary Coordination with Camp
Crowder within the JLUS Focus Area

✓

E

Voluntary Transferable Development
Rights Opportunities

✓

F.

Voluntary Real Estate Sales and Rental
Notification within the JLUS Focus
Area

✓

G.

Voluntary Noise Easement, based on
available funding

LOCAL GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS
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✓
✓

✓

Jurisdictions with Zoning and Land Use Ordinances May Require / Counties May Consider Limited Military Districts That
Regulate:
Local Government Regulation

If any of the local governments wish to go a step further and adopt
regulations to address issues of encroachment, they are allowed to
do so under state law. All of the voluntary guidelines, as discussed
above, could also be made mandatory through the adoption of
general zoning and building code regulations, special military
overlay zones for the two cities, or limited compatible use districts
for the two counties, as well as through other measures.

Local Government Guidelines

LOCAL GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES

A.

Outdoor Lighting Standards

B.

Regulation of Noise-Sensitive Land Uses

C.

Sound Attenuation Construction Standards

✓

✓

D.

Mandatory Coordination with Camp
Crowder within the JLUS Focus Area

✓

✓

E.

Transferable Development Rights

✓

✓

F

Real Estate Sales and Rental Disclosure
within the JLUS Focus Area

✓

✓

G.

Noise Easement required as a condition
of Approval

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
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Joint Land Use Study Implementation – Camp Crowder
Meeting Minutes from April 4, 2016
Neosho Area Chamber of Commerce
216 W. Spring; Neosho, MO
Ines Nizeye, HSTCC Community & Regional Planner, presented materials outlining the Joint
Land Use Study (JLUS) Implementation, including an illustration of the geographical focus area
and proposed timeline of tasks to be taken. Those present at the meeting agreed that what was
presented was consistent with previously available reports.
Jill Cornett, HSTCC Executive Director, then mentioned previous meeting’s attendees,
specifically a representative of OPAL Foods. The discussion went on to mention other industrial
stakeholders that may attend meetings in the future, including MARCO, the landfill, Missouri
Sugars and La-Z-Boy.
Troy Royer; City of Neosho, and Paula Brodie; City of Goodman, both stated that there were no
plans for annexation currently. Mark Kalmbach, representing the Facilities Department of
Crower College, added that currently the college has no plans for adding more dorms.
1 Lt. Jason Snyder, Camp Crowder, stated that rail road expansion would be beneficial.
It was mentioned that there were 80 acres purchased recently in the area with the intention of
building eight (8) poultry houses and that there is a DNR public meeting scheduled on the
matter.
Troy Royer suggested the idea of making the JLUS report available for real estate agents and at
the recorder’s office, as well as possibly disclosing the report before the close of real estate sales.
He also mentioned using easements as a way to avoid encroachment.
Dana Daniel, representing the Airport for the City of Neosho, stated that there was already
signage concerning Camp Crowder in place for pilots and added that they received very few
complaints regarding the military installation.
1 Lt. Jason Snyder did state that they had to shut down exercises when there are aircraft in the
area. Ricochet is a concern after bullets pass through targets.
It was agreed upon that the working group would be held quarterly.
The meeting closed with establishing that Tyson Smith, the attorney hired to work on the JLUS
report, would be visiting on May 16. It was agreed that another meeting would be held on that
day at 10 AM.

